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Preface 
 
Over recent decades, there has been a national push to move people with 
disabilities out of institutions and into more residential settings. 
  
Driven by both a desire to improve care and a need to cope with an ever more 
challenging financial environment, local authorities across England are moving 
people with social care needs out of care homes and into Supported Living, a 
model that seeks to maximise clients’ independence. 
  
Portsmouth is ahead of the curve in this regard, with the large majority of its 
Learning Disability residential clients already living in Supported Living rather 
than care homes.  That’s good, but is there more that can be done?  This report 
attempts to provide some answers to that question. 
  
Partly through having its own housing stock, Portsmouth City Council has been 
able to develop a portfolio of properties, focused on Learning Disability clients. 
In the near future there will be opportunities to extend this to encompass people 
with mental health issues and perhaps to NHS clients in receipt of Continuing 
Healthcare, the latter being enabled by a close working relationship with local 
healthcare partners. 
  
The review of the Local Plan may provide a means of securing extra Support 
Living accommodation through the planning obligations system, but much of 
the cost providing further units is likely to remain with the city council.  The 
Cabinet may wish to consider making a long-term funding commitment, so that 
money is set aside in the Capital Budget every year to finance additional 
accommodation, in much the same way that the Landlord’s and Schools’ 
Maintenance are funded. 
  
Overall, the panel considers that this authority is doing a good job at providing 
Supported Living housing and that the standard of the accommodation offered 
is high. There is however always more that can be done. 
  
Membership changes in May meant that fully ten councillors have been 
involved as regular members of this committee during the preparation of this 
report.  All deserve thanks for their input, as do the officers that gave evidence 
and those involved in putting together this document. 
 
 
 
 
……………… 
Councillor Luke Stubbs 
Chair, Housing and Social Care Scrutiny Panel 
Date: 26 October 2018 
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Executive Summary. 
1. To understand the context of the provision and changes made over the 

last ten years. 
The Care Act 2014 strengthened the rights of service users to make their own 
decision about their lives and the Housing Strategy Programme which is part of the 
Learning Disabilities (LD) Transformation Programme sets out to address a number 
of critical pressures and deliver a clear set of outcomes related to people's housing 
and support. 

 
The Local Plan will set out the planning strategy to meet future development needs 
for the period up to 2034.  When reviewing this plan, the council will consider the 
different housing need including supported living across the city.   
 
Educational Health and Care Plans identify educational, health and social needs of 
children and young people aged up to 25 and set out the additional support required 
to meet those needs.   The EHC planning process is being developed and will in 
time enable more intelligent commissioning of housing and support. 
 
2. To evaluate the current provision. 
The process for allocating supported living accommodation was explained. 

 
The recently renewed framework arrangement for dealing with providers provides 
more flexibility than the previous one.  The number of providers is sufficient for 
healthy market competition but few enough to enable the service to maintain a good 
knowledge of the providers. 
 
The majority of properties used by the LD service are owned by the council which 
means that that there is more flexibility for the tenants' needs.  A 100% occupancy 
rate is aimed for but at the time of this review there were some vacancies.   
 
Inefficiencies may exist where there is a range of need in care delivery but more 
use of technological support might be a possible solution. 
 

3. To analyse the different models available. 
Forty eight council-owned properties currently provide homes for 231 adults with 
LDs and autism in the following models: shared living; residential homes; accessible 
housing; shared lives; own tenancy with floating support and ownership with 
support.  The waiting time for the different types of accommodation varies. 
 
Over the last six years, accommodation has been created for every pathway.  
Flexibility was key to achieving this.  Different types of housing may be suitable at 
different times of people's lives.   
 
Representatives from five providers explained the range of services that they 
provide for people with LDs. 
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The council currently supports 53 people who live outside the city at a cost of 
approximately £4m.  There is insufficient accommodation in the city to rehouse them 
all if that were to be required.   
 

Work is underway to try to improve the take up of support services by black, minority 
and ethnic communities and those with strong religious beliefs.  Some people are 
reluctant to access even outreach support services as they feel it is their duty to look 
after relatives and there may be a perceived stigma to requesting help. 

 
4. To consider the current and potential outcomes for people with LDs. 
The council is the third highest achieving in the South East in terms of the proportion 
of people in supported living as opposed to residential care and consequently spends 
on average £100 less per week than any other authority in the South East on 
residential care places. 
 
There has been a significant cultural shift in terms of the running of the council's LD 
service with the focus now on what people are able to do and what they want to 
achieve.  The council revolutionised the manner in which the support services are 
commissioned and clear strategies were introduced.  Having named workers, 
proactive work to identify desired housing and support outcomes and a positive 
working relationship with the Housing Department all contribute to the great steps 
forward that have been taken. 
 
The LD team is integrated with other key professionals including health care officers 
to provide services tailored to the service users' desired outcomes.  However, it was 
recognised that more needs to be done to build models around the needs of client 
groups and increased flexibility on the pathway. 
 
Every council owned supported living property was assessed to ensure that it is up 
to standard and still required.  Following that, some moves were made and 
consequently the waiting list was significantly reduced. 
 
The Business Partner for Adult Social Care was appointed the Business Partner for 
Children's & Family Services in order to realise improvements and cost savings in 
this directorate once there was a better understanding of housing needs. 
 
Discussions were underway with many organisations regarding possible internships 
for service users. 
 
The panel visited tenants at their supported living home in Portsmouth who explained 
that they were very happy with the varying levels of tailored support that they receive.   
 
The Housing and Support Transformation Strategy sets out a programme of 
development for the next eight years which will support substantial savings and 
improved outcomes.  In 2018/19 the council is predicted to save £397,000. 
 
The NHS England 'Transforming Care ' programme requires authorities to develop 
local alternatives to secure unit placements.  There are very few people placed in 
secure units outside of the city; far fewer than would be indicated by population.  This 
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is partly due to the proactive approach of the integrated LD Team in particular the 
Intensive Support Team. 

 
 

5. To understand the increased demand, not just from people with LDs but 
from Adult Social Care as a whole. 

The number of people with LDs is increasing for a number of reasons.  The biggest 
single cause of LD is now foetal alcohol syndrome.    
 
It is very difficult to predict future demand because people requiring support may 
move into the city at any time and supported living may be requested for adult 
children with LDs who currently live with their parents.  
  
The revenue costs of future demand might be met from revenue funding.  The 
complex needs service should make savings through economies of scale resulting 
from a larger setting.   The future size of the capital fund in future is not known.  
Borrowing for viable schemes is permitted provided that the predicted savings would 
not exceed the cost of the debt.  Both budgets will continue to be under pressure due 
to reductions in government grants.  It is important that the potential impact on the 
providers is fully understood and minimised.  There are opportunities for more 
efficiencies to be made. 

 
The council currently spends £7,376,174 for support and accommodation within the 
city and £4,191,576 outside of the city.  Costs have not increased proportionately to 
demand because projects are designed to make savings and some people have 
been transferred from out of city placements. 
 
Many adults with LDs also receive Continuing Health Care support for on-going 
health needs and their living costs are shared between health and social care.  
However, many children's behaviour issues are not seen as a health issue so social 
care supports them.   
 
In order to meet demand, more capacity is required in the pathway for people with 
physical and LD, more services to support people with challenging behaviour, more 
flats with specialist accommodation and more supported living accommodation for 
different cohorts including mental health services and continuing health care.  It is 
not known whether the council could insist that a minimum number of supported 
housing units be built on the former St James' Hospital site in Milton.   
 
The council as a housing provider follows its housing allocation policy.  It is important 
that the general needs population is not treated as a poor relation.  If everyone has 
a right to live independently, the impact on everyone must be considered.   

 
6. To learn from other local authorities' LD services. 
Hampshire County Council focusses on providing more for the most able service 
users and the less able attend traditional day services. 
 
Some local authorities have successfully introduced Key Ring as a model where 
individuals with support needs are encouraged to join a support network. 
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Authorities are at different stages with the use of assistive technology and in 
Portsmouth a range of tools is being used.   
 
GR8 is a national initiative to improve independence through training and facilitating 
shared knowledge between independent sector providers, carers, service users and 
at the moment one local authority Portsmouth.  The council's approach is set out in 
the Housing and Support Strategy.   
 
Although many local authorities have more providers eligible to bid for service 
provision than Portsmouth, they do not receive more bids.  Portsmouth's costs are 
significantly lower than in neighbouring authorities. 
 
Portsmouth is fortunate in being a unitary authority in that it does not need to 
collaborate with district councils regarding housing development. 

 
The following councils had submitted plans to the Planning Inspectorate for approval: 

 Guildford Borough Council drafted a policy for well-designed, special sites based 
on housing need.   

 Bedford Borough Council took a different approach.  Sites with more than 100 
dwellings must include an element of supported living accommodation for people 
with LDs or health needs.    

 Islington Council will use its Housing Strategy to identify how to deliver specialised 
housing need.   

 
7. To consider whether this model of housing could be used to help other 

people with a support need. 
There will always be a demand for supported accommodation for many types of 
service users including people with LDs, mental health issues, continuing health care 
needs or for looked after children. 
 
The LD team's models of working would work equally well for people with mental 
health issues as the team deals with many of the same issues and has similar 
solutions.  The team is developing its own housing support strategy and adult social 
care is keen to develop one too.   

 
Service providers explained that although many carers find the work rewarding, 
recruitment is difficult because the pay is low and the work has a negative reputation.  
Consequently, all of them are reviewing the recruitment process.  It is important to 
review staff's skills base to ensure that the right people are in the right positions.  The 
Domiciliary Care agencies focus on unit costs and are not currently in a position to 
provide what the council requires e.g. more skilled staff and more focussed work. 
Providers are concerned about the effect of a recent ruling which gave care home 
staff the right to the national living wage for night shifts.  The sector should work more 
closely together to raise the profile and share good practice. 

 
More investment in assistive technology is required to enable savings, empower 
individuals and enable staff to focus on providing emotional support.  In order to 
create smart houses, technological infrastructure needs to be hardwired when the 
houses are built.   
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There is no optimal model as service users' needs are diverse; a range of flexible 
options is required.  Central to every model has to be a commitment to maximising 
independence and promoting social inclusion.  

 
It might be possible to move 30 people with LDs back into the city provided a 
thorough needs assessment is carried out.  Out of city placements are expensive 
because they are specialist services which are in short supply.  Portsmouth is in the 
process of developing local alternatives that support reduction in costs and better 
outcomes through engagement with the local health and social care team. 
 
Local authorities are required to look into providing suitable educational facilities in 
the city for pupils with LDs.  This would mean that some of the children who are 
currently in residential education units outside the city could be brought back and live 
at home.  
 
Conclusions. 
The panel acknowledged: 
1. The continued increase in demand for properties within the supported housing 

portfolio coming from but not limited to those with LDs, mental health issues, 
Continuing Health Care and Children's & Family services. 

2. Adult Social Care had made and continues to make placements outside the city 
boundaries for a number of reasons and associated costs are increasing. 

3. The increased use of technology is very useful and cost effective. 
The panel welcomed: 
4. The joint appointment of a Business Partner for Adult Social Care and Children's 

& Family Services as this should lead to savings. 
5. The reduction of proportion of people in residential care and the resulting savings 

and better outcomes for service users. 
 

The panel recommended that:  
1. Consideration be given to a specific capital allocation per year to enable the 

continual development of supported housing council wide.  This budget 
could sit alongside successful grant funding within the financial appraisal 
to enable more developments to come to fruition earlier. 

2. Any increase in provision of supported living be firstly used to repatriate 
individuals who are currently placed out of the city where it suits that 
individual.  The savings generated from this could be used to offset the cost 
of borrowing for the scheme. 

3. Increased use of technology be considered for all schemes, not just new 
builds or refurbishments.  Those schemes already using technology should 
also be considered as it may be possible to adjust the care provision within 
the homes. 

4. A financial appraisal be developed for each scheme and that the Business 
Partner Capital delivery undertake to deliver the schemes supporting 
Housing, Neighbourhood and Building Services own internal teams. 

5. The Business Partner compile a yearly report detailing the demand and 
spend to support the decision for the allocated funding each year prior to the 
city council's budget meeting. 
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6. Consideration be given to developing a policy with the core strategy to 
require a proportion of supported housing to be delivered in major 
developments. 

7. Opportunities to work with the Portsmouth CCG to reduce Continuing 
Healthcare costs be investigated. 

1. Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to present the Cabinet with the recommendations of the 
Housing and Social Care Scrutiny Panel following its review into models of supported 
accommodation for people with LDs and whether similar provision can be extended 
to others with a support need.  
 

2. Background 
2.1 At its meeting on 14 December 2017 the Housing and Social Care Scrutiny Panel   

agreed the scope of the review:  
 
1. To understand the context of the provision and changes made over the last ten 

years. 
2. To analyse the different models available. 
3. To evaluate the current provision and review the plan for the portfolio's future. 
4. To consider the current outcomes for people with a LD and potential outcomes. 
5. To understand the increased demand, not just from people with learning LDs but 

from Adult Social Care as a whole to extend the portfolio beyond its current remit. 
6. To learn from other Local Authorities LD services. 
7. To understand the potential to extend the current provision and develop an 

accommodation offer for adults with a wider range of social and health care needs. 
8. To consider whether supported housing improves outcomes for people with a LD. 
9. To consider whether this model of housing could be used to help other people with 

a support need.  
 

On 26 October 2018 these objectives were amended to the following: 
 

1. To understand the context of the provision and changes made over the last ten 
years. 

2. To evaluate the current provision.    
3. To analyse the different models available. 
4. To consider the current and potential outcomes for people with LDs. 
5. To understand the increased demand, not just from people with LDs but from Adult 

Social Care as a whole.  
6. To learn from other Local Authorities LD services. 
7. To consider whether this model of housing could be used to help other people with 

a support need. 
 

2.2 From 16 November 2017 to 14 May 2018, the panel comprised:  
 

Councillors:  Darren Sanders (Chair) 
Gemma New (Vice Chair) 
Alicia Denny 
Colin Galloway 
Leo Madden 
Steve Wemyss 
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The Standing Deputies were Councillors Lee Hunt, Hugh Mason, David Tompkins 
and Matthew Winnington. 
 
From 15 May 2018 the panel comprised: 
Councillors:  Luke Stubbs, Chair 

 Jason Fazackarley 
 Leo Madden 
 Claire Udy 
 Steve Wemyss 
 Tom Wood 

 
The Standing Deputies were Councillors Ben Swann, David Tompkins and Neill 
Young. 

 
2.3 The panel met formally on 7 occasions between 16 November 2017 and 26 October 

2018.  
 

2.4 A list of the meetings held by the panel and details of the written evidence received 
are attached as appendix 1.  The minutes of the panel’s meetings and the evidence 
received are published on the council’s website.   
 

3. To understand the context of the provision and changes made over the last ten 
years. 
The Care Act 2014  

3.1 The Integrated LD Services Manager explained that this act sets out good practice 
and strengthens the rights of service users to make their own decisions about their 
lives.  Previously, many decisions were made on behalf of service users in a rather 
paternalistic manner.  Since then the person has been at the centre of the plans for 
their care and the decision-making process is clearer and more transparent. 

 
The LD Transformation Programme 2017-201 

3.2 This programme is based on three key principles: 

 People with a LD have a right to work towards the same outcomes as anyone else. 

 The service works best when it works with people, understanding their needs, 
aspirations and assets and those of their carers. 

 Delivery of improved outcomes can support cost effectiveness. 
 

3.3 The Housing Strategy is a key element of the LD Transformation Programme.  It sets 
out to address a number of critical pressures and deliver a clear set of outcomes 
related to people's housing and support.   

 
3.4 There are three over-arching aims that inform the strategy: 

1. Change in shape and size of service provision. 
2. Change in culture to one of independence. 
3. Supporting people to be part of their community. 

                                                           
1   
https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s15415/Transformation%20update%20April%202017.pdf 
 

https://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/documents/s15415/Transformation%20update%20April%202017.pdf
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3.5 The desired outcomes are to: 

 Increase the range and choice of available housing and support options. 

 Maximise independence, sense of ownership, and, personal responsibility. 

 Be cost effective. 

 Develop and maintain a local market  

 Support transition into adulthood 

 Reduce financial vulnerabilities around limited provision for specialist services  

 Empower choice and decision making 

 Increase quality in both accommodation and support 

 Increase the sense of belonging, social inclusion and social benefit 
 

3.6 One of the drivers of the Transformation Programme was to reduce the number of 
out of city placements and residential placements and to be more outcome-focussed.  
There is no conflict between these two aims.  A significant amount of work has been 
carried out to create capacity in the city for vulnerable people. 

 
The National Planning Policy Framework 

3.7 The National Planning Policy Framework was published by the UK's Department of 
Communities and Local Government in March 2012, consolidating over two dozen 
previously issued documents called Planning Policy Statements and Planning Policy 
Guidance Notes for use in England.  The consultation for a revised framework ended 
in May 2018.   

 
The Local Plan    

3.8 The Assistant Director of Culture and Leisure explained that the new Local Plan for 
Portsmouth will set out the planning strategy for meeting future development needs 
in the city for the period up to 2034.  As part of the Local Plan review, the council is 
examining the different evidence bases it will need to understand the different 
housing need across the city.   

 
3.9 The first stage in preparing the Local Plan is the Issues and Options consultation 

which set out the council's vision for the city's development, the issues facing the city 
and the city's proposed approach or options to address them.  The consultation took 
place in August/ September 2017.2 

 
3.10 The council is required to demonstrate that its plans are evidence-based, deliverable, 

realistic, viable and compatible with other plans.  As the plan covers a 15 years 
period, it is important that it is not too prescriptive. 

 
Assessing Housing Needs 

3.11 Under the previous Local Plan, there was no requirement to break down the housing 
need into different types so there is currently little evidence on the different 
categories. 

 

                                                           
2 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/lplan-issues-and-options-paper-july-2017.pdf 
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3.12 Each strategic site3 will be reviewed to see whether different housing needs can be 
accommodated as part of the site specific policies.  There are many competing 
objectives for land use including environment, housing, retail, employment, 
commercial and health services.  Evidence on housing needs will inform the new 
Local Plan policies which will shape how this housing need might be accommodated.  
The council will also learn from other Local Authorities' Local Plans.  See section 8 
for details of some other councils' policies.   

 
3.13 When considering a planning application, the Planning Committee considers the use 

of the land but not the needs or possible behaviour of the potential tenants or owners 
of a building.  
 
Educational Health and Care (EHC) Plans 

3.14 EHC plans are for children and young people aged up to 25 who need more support 
than is available through special educational needs support.  The plans identify 
educational, health and social needs and set out the additional support required to 
meet those needs4.  The Commercial Property & Leasehold Service Manager and 
the Supported Housing Business Partner informed the panel that the EHC planning 
process was still being developed and would in time enable more intelligent 
commissioning of housing and support as information regarding the needs of young 
people is gathered. 
 

 
4. To evaluate the current provision.   
4.1 The Supported Housing Business Partner provided the following information to the 

panel: 
 

The Process for Allocating Supported Living Accommodation  
1. The service user completes the request form and their named worker recommends 

the type of property they feel will best suit them. 
 

2. The named worker presents their client's case at a Supported Living Panel 
meeting.  The panel comprises the Contracts Officer, the Learning Services Team 
Manager and the Supported Living Business Partner. They meet fortnightly to 
consider new applications and the progress made on previous decisions.  If an 
individual's needs change or they have acquired the necessary skills for 
independent living, they can submit an application for new accommodation. 

  
3. The panel considers the service user's life, work, support network, where they go 

and what they like to do.  The most appropriate pathway is then identified.  This 
may take more than one meeting to allow for further information to be considered 
or for the service user to visit different properties.  Multiple visits may take place to 
a shared property so that the potential the service user can meet their potential 
housemates. 

  
4. The individual makes their decision. 

                                                           
3 Strategic sites are those in the Issues and Options that have been identified as capable of accommodating 
more than 250 dwellings.   
4 https://www.gov.uk/children-with-special-educational-needs/extra-SEN-help 
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5. The panel proactively plans services and accommodation tailored around the 

needs of the service user and requests new models of accommodation from the 
Housing and Property directorate as required.   

 
6. Upon receipt of the referral, the providers carry out their own assessment to ensure 

that the property is suitable.  Each organisation provides a different range of 
services.  A referral may not be appropriate for a number of reasons e.g. if the 
individual does not get on with the other tenants.  There is a broad section of 
support available.  If one provision does not work, there would be other options. 

 

4.2 The Integrated LD Service Manager added that no organisation precludes itself from 
a referral and no organisation limits itself by solely providing one type of support.  It 
is a meeting of minds between the providers and the commissioners to understand 
what is needed.  The commissioners respect the expertise of the providers and the 
whole process is more of a partnership.  

 
4.3 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that there are three levels of 

prioritisation which the Supported Living Panel will consider when making its 
decision: 

 
High Priority 
People who have the following profiles: 

 They have been on the housing waiting list for over 12 months. 

 They are currently without accommodation. 

 They require unique and bespoke responses to their accommodation needs (e.g. a        
hoist). 

 A Community Care and Treatment Review5 has required that they be housed. 

 There is an imminent need to change accommodation (e.g. their provider has 
served notice). 

 
Medium Priority 
People who have the following profiles: 

 They have been on the housing waiting list for between six and twelve months. 

 Their housing has been recognised as not the most appropriate within the 
Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards assessment6 process. 

 A known, planned change for the person or their accommodation will occur in three 
to six months' time (e.g. their family are moving away). 

 There are safeguarding concerns about the viability of the placement in the longer 
term. 

 There are increasing risks for the person or others within their current 
accommodation and a reduced ability to safely manage those risks. 

 Their accommodation has been raised as an area of focus within a Best Interest 
Forum. 

 
Low Priority 
People who have the following profiles: 

                                                           
5 https://www.england.nhs.uk/learning-disabilities/care/ctr/ 
6 https://www.scie.org.uk/mca/dols/at-a-glance 
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 They are in a stable placement but would like to explore other options. 

 They have been waiting for less than six months on the housing list. 

 There are no concerns about the safety or appropriateness of the service that they 
are currently receiving. 

 
4.4 The Operations Manager, Voyage Care added that some clients' parents club 

together to buy or rent a property for their children.  People who make self-referrals 
to her service are at the more capable end of the spectrum and generally require a 
low level of support.   
 

4.5 The Integrated LD Team Manager informed the panel that at the Kestrel Centre a 
specialist team of over 60 clinicians deliver services to people with LDs.  The team 
refers individuals for placements via the Supported Living Panel by matching their 
needs and wishes to the vacancies available.  It also facilitates the conversation 
between the service user and provider and monitors the individual's outcomes. 

 
The Provider Framework 

4.6 The Integrated LD Services Manager told the panel that in Portsmouth the LD team 
deals with a small number of key Supported Living providers via a framework 
arrangement.  The number of providers is sufficient for healthy market competition 
but few enough to enable the service to maintain a good knowledge of the providers. 

 
4.7 The Commissioning Contracts Officer explained that provider rates in the previous 

provider framework agreement were not flexible as providers were only able to bid at 
the rates that they had quoted during the initial tender exercise.  Increased cost 
pressures resulted in progressively fewer bids being received.   

 
4.8 The process of renewing the Supported Living Framework which will have 14 

providers (10 main and 4 reserve) is ongoing.  This framework was drawn up jointly 
with the Portsmouth Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) which oversees the 
Continuing Healthcare Budget.  All independent organisations undergo a series of 
tests, one of which assesses their financial viability.   

 
Accommodation. 

4.9 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that the council owns the 
majority of the 48 addresses (with 90 front doors) which are used by the LD service.  
The council can sometimes be more flexible to service users' needs than housing 
associations e.g. by offering easy to read tenancy agreements or waiving the need 
for tenants to give notice when leaving their property.  The team aims to have 100% 
occupancy rate but at the time of this review, there were some vacancies.  
Sometimes accommodation is held vacant whilst an issue is resolved. 

 
4.10 The Integrated LD Service Manager added that the council has an agreement with 

providers that vacant places that it has commissioned are not given to other local 
authorities.   

 
4.11 Work is being carried out with Supported Living providers to support the introduction 

of standards which facilitate a culture of promoting independence to provide a 
sustainable approach for better outcomes and lower costs. 
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4.12 Inefficiencies may exist where there is a range of need in care delivery, e.g. in one 
unit sleep-in support may be required for some tenants but not all.  This inflates the 
cost because staffing has to be at a level that meets the greatest support need.  In 
these cases, more use could be made of technology so that a member of staff is not 
required to stay overnight. 

5. To analyse the different models available. 
5.1 The Integrated LD Service Manager explained that although there are 670 service 

users, there is no need for that many different models. 
 

5.2 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that the 48 council-owned 
properties currently provide homes for 231 adults with LD and autism in the following 
different models: 

 Supported living7  

 Residential homes 

 Accessible housing - with support or adaptations. 

 Shared Lives8 

 Own tenancy with floating support 

 Ownership with support. 
 

5.3 The Commercial Property and Leasehold Services Manager explained that different 
types of housing may be suitable at different times of people's lives.  Over the last 
six years, accommodation has been created for every pathway.  Flexibility was the 
key to achieving this e.g. permitting a tenant to move before their tenancy has 
expired. 

 
5.4 The Integrated LD Service Manager, explained that as people's needs change, they 

move into different properties and the vacancies are taken up by others. 
 

5.5 Shared Living. 
Some people decide to remain in shared housing rather than move into independent 
accommodation.   
 

5.6 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained the importance of having the 
right cohort living together as it is critical for economic reasons that their needs are 
compatible.  Some accommodation is single sex.   

 
Independent Living. 

5.7 The waiting time for independent living can vary.  The tenants in the 20 flats for single 
occupancy that the council uses do not tend to move on.  More accessible 
accommodation for independent living in the city is required. 
 

5.8 There are eight homes at Milton for 22 people in which 12 rooms have hoists and 
adapted baths.  The total build cost £2.4 million.  There is always a high demand for 

                                                           
7 Supported Living is used to describe the arrangement whereby someone who already has ,or who wants their 
own tenancy or own home, also has support from a “Care and Support” provider to help them live as 
independently and safely as possible. 
8 Shared lives schemes support adults with learning disabilities, mental health problems or other needs that make 
it harder for them to live on their own. The schemes match someone who needs care with an approved carer. The 
carer shares their family and community life, and gives care and support to the person with care needs. 
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this type of accommodation.  The council is land-rich but has many small pockets of 
land.  Supported accommodation tends to have a very big footprint and it is normally 
not possible to adapt standard terraced houses.  Money is an issue as is finding the 
land to build accommodation that is large enough. 

 
Providers 

5.9 The Commercial Property and Leasehold Services Manager reported that as 
supported living accommodation tends to last about fifty years, it must be used 
flexibly.  A financial appraisal is conducted that includes maintenance and possible 
void periods over the whole lifetime of the property.  Units have different returns 
depending on their use.  Some have different client groups sharing on different floors.  
 
You Trust 

5.10 The Head of Disabilities explained that the trust provides floating support to people 
in both shared houses and independent tenancies.  The support includes help with 
getting to work and to appointments, meeting friends, finding groups and community 
resources to access.  The support level varies depending on the individual's need 
from two hours to ten hours a day in shared houses. 
 
Dimensions UK 

5.11 The Operations Director told the panel that they provide support to up to 52 people 
with all aspects of life including cleaning, preparing meals and getting out and about.  
The 14 properties they use are owned by either Housing Associations or the council.  
They are moving towards more active support to help people achieve their desired 
outcomes.  Referrals are made by the council. 
 
Community Integrated Care 

5.12 The Regional Director informed the panel that this provides the same range of 
support as explained in the paragraph above for 43 people in three residency 
services and seven services flats that are shared accommodation.   Referrals to their 
services are made by the council. 
 
Aldingbourne Trust 

5.13 The Head of Support explained that the trust runs a social enterprise in Fratton called 
MAKE which teaches people new skills and gives them the opportunity to use them 
in the community.  There is one property that is divided into two homes where care 
leavers learn independent living skills.  Referrals are made by the Community Team. 
 
Voyage Care 

5.14 The Operations Manager reported that the organisation supports 28 people who live 
in supported living accommodation owned by the council.  The range of care provided 
includes personal care and numerous life skills.  It also provides approximately 100 
hours per week of support outreach.  She also noted that the majority of referrals are 
made by the council's Care Management Team and the others are self-referrals or 
from friends on behalf of people with LDs.  

 
Out of City Placements  

5.15 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that the council currently 
supports 53 people who live outside the city at a cost of approximately £4m.  No 
pressure is put on people to move back into the city, as some have lived there for 30 
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years or more.  Indeed, the council would not currently be able to accommodate all 
of these people if they wanted to return to Portsmouth.  However, the council now 
strives to only place service users within the city.   
 
 
Barriers to Accessing Services.   

5.16 The Integrated LD Service Manager informed the panel that black, minority and 
ethnic communities are more reluctant to use the LD Team's services and work is 
underway to try to improve take up in these communities.  Additionally, in the past, 
some people with strong religious beliefs had been reluctant to use respite services 
due to concerns that halal meat would not be served or prayers would not be 
observed.  A Muslim consultant psychiatrist is visiting mosques in the city in order to 
improve relations.  

 
5.17 The Operations Manager, Voyage Care noted that families may be reluctant to 

access even outreach support as they feel it is their duty to look after relatives.  Too 
often, it is only when a crisis happens and the family member is hospitalised, that 
they consider accessing support services. 

 
5.18 The Head of Disabilities, the You Trust added that there is a perceived stigma 

attached to requesting help. 
 

 
6. To consider the current and potential outcomes for people with a LD. 
 

Residential Care 
6.1 The Integrated LD Service Manager stated that the council's LD Service is the third 

highest achieving in the South East in terms of the proportion of people in Supported 
Living as opposed to residential care.  Five years ago, 60% of service users lived in 
residential homes and 40% received supported living packages.  The proportion is 
now 30:70. The council spends on average £100 less per week than any other 
authority in the South East on residential care places. 
  
Integrated Working 

6.2 The LD team is truly integrated with many different professionals working together.  
Service users are asked what they want to achieve and their outcomes are monitored 
to ensure that they are moving at a pace that is right for them.  If their needs or 
aspirations change, the team is very responsive and works well with the providers.   

 
Cultural Change in Working Practices. 

6.3 There has been a cultural shift in terms of how the council's LD service runs and the 
focus moved to people's aspirations and what they are able to do.  They are active 
participants in society.  The cultural change was a result of the changes in legislation 
which built on what is right and proper.  The Cabinet Member for Housing9 reported 
that support is significantly more flexible to meet the individual's desired outcomes 
e.g. traditionally more people were placed in day care services and now there is more 
recognition that everyone has much to share with society. 

 

                                                           
9 The Cabinet Member for Housing who was In that role on 15 February 2018 
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6.4 The Operations Director, Portsmouth & Southampton, Dimensions UK explained that 
it had been standard practice in their organisation for a number of years to put the 
person at the centre of plans.  However, more needs to be done to build models 
around the needs of client groups and increased flexibility on the pathway. 

 
6.5 The Commercial Property & Leasehold Services Manager and the Supported 

Housing Business Partner reported that each council-owned supported living 
property had been assessed in order to identify those that are of a good standard, 
those that require some modification and those that are no longer required.  A 
'shopping list' was then drawn up and after consultation with the service users and 
their families, moves were arranged.  There were some very easy wins and the 
waiting list for LD housing was reduced to approximately 10.  

 
6.6 The Integrated LD Service Manager explained that many people feel limited because 

of their care label.  Integrated working between health and social care professionals 
is addressing this problem.  This work commenced in June 2018 after the Business 
Partner for Adult Social Care was appointed the Business Partner for Children's and 
Family Services with the view that improvement and cost savings could also be 
realised in this directorate once a better understanding of the housing they use has 
been completed. 

 
6.7 Fourteen flats in a sheltered housing block were successfully let after a long period 

of being vacant following two simple changes to the eligibility criteria: tenants must 
have a lifestyle conducive to an older population and require some support.  The 
tenants came from both LD service and Adult Mental Health.  
 

6.8 The Head of Support, Aldingbourne Trust explained that the culture change had been 
an evolution rather than a revolution.  However, the Managing Director South, 
Voyage Care noted that in Portsmouth the changes had felt like a revolution.  The 
Integrated LD Services Manager for agreed that the council had revolutionised the 
manner in which it commissions its support services for people with LDs and 
introduced clear strategies.  
 

6.9 The Integrated LD Services Manager added that discussions were underway 
between the council, colleges and social enterprises regarding internships for people 
with LDs.   

 
6.10 As part of the review, the panel visited tenants at a Support Living home in 

Portsmouth.  It was a single-sex house with 8 tenants who received varying levels of 
tailored support.  The three tenants who the panel met were happy with their living 
arrangements.  One had previously lived with her mother and was now considering 
moving to independent living.   
 

6.11 The Integrated LD Service Manager explained that as part of the Housing and 
Support Transformation Strategy there is a programme of development setting out 
what is required over the next eight years.  This programme will support substantial 
savings and improved outcomes.  In 2018/19 the council is predicted to save 
£397,000. 
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6.12 Having named workers, proactive work to identify desired Housing and Support 
outcomes and a positive working relationship with an outstanding Housing 
Department all contribute to the great steps forward that have been taken in the city. 

 
 
 

Secure Unit Placements 
6.13 The NHS England 'Transforming Care ' programme requires authorities to develop 

local alternatives to secure unit placements.  There are very few people placed in 
secure units outside of the city; far fewer than would be indicated by population.  This 
is partly due to the proactive approach of the integrated LD Team in particular the 
Intensive Support Team. 
 
 

7. To understand the increased demand, not just from people with LDs but from 
Adult Social Care as a whole. 

 
7.1 The Integrated LD Service Manager reported that the number of people who identify 

themselves as having a LD is increasing due to a number of reasons: 

 More premature babies survive birth and many have severe and multiple 
disabilities. 

 The life expectancy for people with Downs Syndrome has increased 
significantly; however they are more likely to develop dementia in later life. 

 Genetic causes used to be main cause of LDs.  The biggest single cause of LD 
is now foetal alcohol syndrome which is caused by mothers drinking alcohol 
during pregnancy. 

 People quite rightly, have higher expectations in terms of independent living 
and leading a more fulfilling life. 

 There is more awareness of the support that is available to enable people to 
lead happy independent lives. 

 
7.2 There are no significant problems related to people requiring support moving into the 

city. 
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This graph is based on data provided by the Commissioning Contracts Manager. 
 
 
 
 
Predicting Future Demand. 

7.3 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care10 explained that it is very difficult to 
predict future demand because factors change. 
 

7.4 The Supported Housing Business Partner added that the council knows about 
children with LDs who are supported by schools or the nursing team and therefore 
plans can be put in place for their transition to adult support services.   However, 
some parents care for adult children with LDs with minimal or no support.  At any 
point, these parents or their children may request that the council find supported 
accommodation.  The council cannot plan for this demand.   

 
7.5 GPs in the city could be asked for the number of their patients with LDs.  However, 

they cover a wider area than the city and their interpretations of LD may vary.  
 

Costs. 
7.6 The Integrated LD Service Manager explained that the revenue costs of future 

demand might be met from revenue funding.  The complex needs service should 
make savings through economies of scale resulting from a larger setting. 
 

7.7 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care reported that the future size of the 
capital fund in future is not known.  Borrowing for viable schemes is permitted 
provided that the predicted savings would not exceed the cost of the debt.  The 
council will continue to face challenges in terms of the Capital and Revenue budgets 
due to reductions in government grants.  It is important that the potential impact on 
providers is fully understood and minimised.  He also noted that there are 
opportunities for more efficiencies to be made. 
 

7.8 The Commissioning Contracts Manager added that the council currently spends 
£11,567,750 on accommodation and support for the LD team's client group.  The 
overall yearly costs of the services commissioned within the city are £7,376,174 
therefore £4,191,576 is spent outside of the city. 

 
7.9 The Integrated LD Service Manager, explained that costs have not increased 

proportionately to demand because projects are designed to make savings and some 
people have been transferred from out of city placements. 

 
7.10 It is important to ask the individual what they want to achieve and whether they have 

any friends or family who could assist them.  The council does not want to arrange 
paid support when natural support is available.  Kinship and friendship is a priority.  
The service also uses the organisation Gig Buddies which arranges volunteers to 
accompany people with disabilities to go out to the theatre or concerts. 

                                                           
10 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care who was in position at the time of the meeting 15 February 
2018. 
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7.11 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care explained that although cost must be 

considered when making decisions, it is not the only factor.  Service users are 
encouraged to be more independent which is empowering for them.  

 
7.12 Many adults with LDs also receive Continuing Health Care support for on-going 

health needs. This means that their living costs are shared between health and social 
care. However, many children's behaviour issues are not seen as a health issue so 
social care supports them.  This year Children's Services has taken on 11 high cost 
cases. 

 
Accommodation to Meet Demand  

7.13 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that in order to meet growing 
demand, the following is required: 

 More capacity in the pathway for people with differing physical and LDs. 

 More services to support people who have challenging behaviour. 

 Flats with specialist accommodation. 

 Supported living accommodation.  
 

Building new accommodation can take up to four years.  In order to ensure capacity 
to meet predicted demand, work needs to happen as soon as possible.  It might be 
useful to include a target in the council's planning policies specifying a minimum 
number of supported accommodation that should be built. 
 

7.14 Demand for new housing is made to the business partner; the form is detailed to 
include not only what is required but also potential savings so that a feasibility and 
financial appraisal can be completed for each scheme for the relevant cabinet 
member to sign off.  Each scheme taken forward to be developed should provide 
homes for life, with the ability for them to be adjusted should the need arise in future 
years.  As there is a potential for savings to be realised within the CCG and NHS 
through new developments a profit sharing agreement should be negotiated and 
agreed as soon as possible.  This will then not only allow all departments to achieve 
savings but also to make schemes more financially viable. 

 
7.15 The Assistant Director of Culture & City Development explained that in November 

2013, NHS Property Services announced that it would release the St James' 
Hospital, Milton site.  The council immediately approached the Homes and 
Communities Agency (HCA)11 which plays an enabling role to facilitate good 
planning.  This site posed significant challenges (e.g. the infrastructure, listed 
buildings and the landscape) which need to be dealt with in order to achieve the best 
outcome for the whole site.  The HCA acquired the site during phase one.  The 
council is working with all the organisations involved including the Milton 
Neighbourhood Forum in order to develop a Neighbourhood Plan12.  This dovetailed 
with other work that the council was conducting.  The planning application will come 
to committee to determine when submitted.  It is not possible at the moment to say 
whether the council could insist that a minimum number of supported housing units 

                                                           
11 HCA is now Homes England 
12 Communities can make their own Neighbourhood Plans setting out where new houses, shops or businesses should go in 

their area.  More details can be found here: https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/development-and-
planning/planning/neighbourhood-plans 
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be built on the site.  Part of the site will retain health care facilities as the NHS 
continue to have an operational need for part of the site.    

 
7.16 The Supported Housing Business Partner said that she would welcome a number of 

units being reserved for affordable housing and a proportion reserved for the 
supported living portfolio provided that it was viable for the development. 
 

7.17 Converting business or retail premises can cost more than building a new building.  
However, many conversions have been carried out including a former public house 
and a rehabilitation unit. 

 
7.18 Supported housing models could be designed for service users from different cohorts 

including mental health services and continuing health care. 
 

Mental Health  
7.19 The Commercial Property Manager & Leasehold Services Manager and the 

Supported Housing Business Partner were of the opinion that there was significant 
work to be done to develop a range of suitable housing and support options for 
people with mental health issues.   

 
7.20 The Supported Housing Business Partner explained that a bid to support the financial 

appraisal for Oakdene House13 submitted via the Care & Specialist Supported 
Housing Fund had been approved by the Department of Health in February 2018.  
This will be the council's first move into providing supported housing for adults with 
mental health issues.   
 

7.21 The council as a housing provider follows its allocation policy.  It is important that the 
general needs population is not treated as a poor relation.  If everyone has the right 
to live independently, the impact on everyone must be considered.  At the time of 
writing this report there were 1,400 people on the housing waiting list. 
 

7.22 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care noted that since the Senior 
Management restructure in 2015, the council had a stronger working relationship with 
the Portsmouth CCG.   
 

 
8. To learn from other Local Authorities' LD services. 
8.1 The Integrated LD Service Manger provided the following information: 

 
Services Provided 

8.2 Hampshire County Council has focussed on providing more for the most able service 
users and the others attend traditional day services. 
 
Supported Living 

8.3 Most authorities are looking to develop Supported Living as a model of provision.   
 
Key Ring Networks 

                                                           
13 Oakdene Unit provides Inpatient Mental Health Rehabilitation for people who are experiencing severe and 
enduring mental health difficulties. 
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8.4 Some local authorities have successfully introduced Key Ring as a model.   This is 
where individuals with support needs are supported to join a network of support that 
often includes an element of paid support.  There are differing models being 
developed across the country but the essential element is that the individuals agree 
who is included in the network and that they offer each peer support when needed. 
Traditionally one network is a paid carer who is provided with their own 
accommodation and is involved in providing the tenancy support that may be 
required by the others.  This will be developed through Portsmouth City Council's 
Housing and Support Transformation Strategy. 
 
Assistive Technology 

8.5 Authorities are at different stages with the use of assistive technology and in 
Portsmouth a range of tools is being used including AutonoMe, helping service users 
develop and evidence their independent living skills in cooking, cleaning, safety and 
personal hygiene) 14 and Just Checking, an activity monitoring service.15  This may 
be extended in conjunction with Adult Services more generally.   

 
8.6 GR8 is a national initiative to improve independence through training and facilitating 

shared knowledge between independent sector providers, carers, service users and 
at the moment one local authority, Portsmouth.  The council's approach is set out in 
the Housing and Support Strategy.  In summary, it is about supporting people to learn 
to do things independently where they can and doing things with rather than for 
people who require ongoing support.  The council's approach is set out in its Housing 
and Support strategy. 
   
Providers 

8.7 Many authorities have a different approach to commissioning with far more providers 
eligible to bid for service provision.   However, local knowledge indicates that in fact 
they receive no more bids than Portsmouth City Council and many providers will be 
dissuaded from applying because of perceived lack of likelihood of success.  The 
fact that Portsmouth has a limited number of providers ensures quality because they 
have been selected.  It has led to the costs being significantly lower than in 
neighbouring authorities.   

 
Housing Development 

8.8 County councils are inhibited in the amount of development they can commission as 
they require the collaboration of District Councils for whom there is limited incentive 
to collaborate.  Portsmouth is fortunate in being a unitary authority in terms of housing 
development.   

 
8.9 The Assistant Director of City Development, Regeneration explained that the 

following councils had submitted plans to the Planning Inspectorate for approval: 

 Guildford Borough Council drafted a policy for well-designed, special sites 
based on housing need.   

 Bedford Borough Council took a different approach.  Sites with more than 100 
dwellings must include an element of supported living accommodation for 
people with LDs or health needs.    

                                                           
14 http://www.autono.me.uk/ 
15 https://justchecking.co.uk/ 
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 Islington Council will use its Housing Strategy to identify how to deliver 
specialised housing.  

 
8.10 None of these plans had been submitted for examination at the time of this review, 

so the Inspectorate had not determined whether these were sound policies.   
 
9. To consider whether this model of housing could be used to help other people 

with a support need. 
9.1 The Supported Housing Business Manager explained that there will always be 

demand for supported accommodation for many types of service users including 
people with LDs, mental health issues, continuing health care needs or for looked 
after children. 

 
Autism 

9.2 People with autism do not necessarily come under the LD's criteria. Those with high 
functioning autism are not considered to have a LD. 
 
Adult Mental Health 

9.3 The LD team's models of working would work equally well for adult mental health.   
The Mental Health Team is developing its own housing support strategy and adult 
social care is keen to develop one too.  The Cabinet Member for Health & Social 
Care noted that the Mental Health support team deals with many of the same issues 
and has similar solutions as the LD team.  

 
9.4 Service Providers 

The Regional Director, Community Integrated Care explained that provider 
organisations need to do more to empower their staff to take positive risks.  
 

9.5 The Operations Director for Portsmouth & Southampton, Dimensions UK informed 
the panel that recruitment was difficult because the pay is low and support work is 
not valued in society.   

 
9.6 The Integrated LD Services Manager reported that many carers had said that they 

wished they had discovered this career sooner as they found it very rewarding and 
exciting.  All the providers are looking into doing things differently.  The Cabinet 
Member for Housing noted the importance of reviewing the staff's skills base to 
ensure that the right people are in the right positions. 
 

9.7 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care explained that following a recent court 
ruling, care home staff are now entitled to the national living wage for night shifts and 
this increase would be backdated.  At a national level, some organisations have 
indicated that the cost of six years' additional payments could put them out of 
business. 

 
9.8 The Integrated LD Services Manager informed the panel that more investment in 

assistive technology is required to enable savings and to empower individuals.  Staff 
time could then be focussed on providing emotional support.  In order to create smart 
houses, the technology needs to be hardwired when the houses are built rather than 
bolted on afterwards.  The technological infrastructure is not currently being put into 
houses and more work must be carried out to recruit, train and retain a skilled 
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workforce.  The sector should work more closely together to raise the profile and 
share good practice. 
 

9.9 The domiciliary care agencies focus on unit costs and are not currently in a position 
to provide what the council requires e.g. more skilled staff and more focussed work 
which would be a departure from the business model.  

 
Nursing Homes. 

9.10 The Cabinet Member for Health & Social Care felt that as a general principle, nursing 
homes should be owned by the private sector.  However, it helps to have in-house 
care homes for people with dementia to prevent charges being levied at between 
£1,000 -12,000 per bed.  Conversations with the CCG, Public Health and Social Care 
regarding the 2019/ 20 budget had already started.   
 
Possible Efficiencies. 

9.11 It is important that new flexible models are developed e.g. if someone is living in a 
shared house, it could be possible to add their own private cooking facilities in their 
room, rather than move them into a self-contained flat.   

 
Mixed Accommodation. 

9.12 While mixed accommodation across client groups should generally be avoided as 
they can increase stigmatisation, there are models that are suitable for more than 
one client group.  There is no optimal model as service users' needs are diverse so 
a range of options is required.  Central to every model has to be a commitment to 
maximising Independence and promoting social inclusion.  
 
Out of City Placements 

9.13 Some people have been placed as far away as Wales and East Anglia.  There will 
be some people who need to stay out of the city because they have a job and 
relationships in that area.  It might be possible to move about 30 people with LD back 
into the city but a thorough needs assessment would be required.  These placements 
are expensive because they are specialist services which are in short supply.  
Portsmouth is in the process of developing local alternatives that support reduction 
in costs and better outcomes through engagement with the local health and social 
care team.  

 
9.14 Local authorities are required to look into providing suitable educational facilities in 

the city for pupils with LDs.  This would mean that some of the children who are 
currently in residential education units outside the city could be brought back and live 
at home.  

 
10. Conclusions. 

 
The panel acknowledged: 
1. The continued increase in demand for properties within the supported housing 

portfolio coming from but not limited to those with LDs, mental health issues, 
Continuing Health Care and Children's & Family services. 

 
2. Adult Social Care had made and continues to make placements outside the city 

boundaries for a number of reasons and associated costs are increasing. 
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3. The increased use of technology is very useful and cost effective. 
 
The panel welcomed: 
4. The joint appointment of a Business Partner for Adult Social Care and 

Children's & Family Services as this should lead to savings. 
 
5. The reduction of proportion of people in residential care and the resulting 

savings and better outcomes for service users. 
 

The panel recommended that:  
1. Consideration be given to a specific capital allocation per year to enable 

the continual development of supported housing council wide.  This 
budget could sit alongside successful grant funding within the financial 
appraisal to enable more developments to come to fruition earlier. 

 
2. Any increase in provision of supported living be firstly used to repatriate 

individuals who are currently placed out of the city where it suits the 
individual.  The savings generated from this could be used to offset the 
cost of borrowing for the scheme. 

 
3. Increased use of technology be considered for all schemes, not just new 

builds or refurbishments.  Those schemes already using technology 
should also be considered as it may be possible to adjust the care 
provision within the homes. 

 
4. A financial appraisal be developed for each scheme and that the Business 

Partner Capital delivery undertake to deliver the schemes supporting 
Housing, Neighbourhood and Building Services own internal teams. 

 
5. The Business Partner compile a yearly report detailing the demand and 

spend to support the decision for the allocated funding each year prior to 
the city council's budget meeting. 

 
6. Consideration be given to developing a policy with the core strategy to 

require a proportion of supported housing to be delivered in major 
developments. 
 

7. Opportunities to work with the Portsmouth CCG to reduce continuing 
healthcare costs be investigated. 
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11. Recommendations and budget and policy implications. 
 

The following table highlights the budgetary and policy implications of the recommendations being presented by the panel: 
 

Recommendation 

 

Action By Budget & Policy 
Framework 

Resource Implications 

1. Consideration be given to a specific 
capital allocation per year to enable 
the continual development of 
supported housing council wide.  
This budget could sit alongside 
successful grant funding within the 
financial appraisal to enable more 
developments to come to fruition 
earlier. 
 

The Leader with agreement of Full 
Council. 

Within budget & policy 
framework. 

None - this is a process 
which already occurs. 

2. Any increase in provision of 
supported living be firstly used to 
repatriate individuals who are 
currently placed out of the city where 
it suits the individual.  The savings 
generated from this could be used to 
offset the cost of borrowing for the 
scheme. 
 
 
 
 
 

The Supported Housing Business 
Partner & the Supported Housing  
Panel.  

 Within the budget & 
policy framework. 

None.  The panel already 
exists, meeting fortnightly. 
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Recommendation 

 

Action By Budget & Policy 
Framework 

Resource Implications 

3. Increased use of technology be 
considered for all schemes, not just 
new builds or refurbishments.  Those 
schemes already using technology 
should also be considered as it may 
be possible to adjust the care 
provision within the homes. 

 

The Supported Housing Business 
Partner in consultation with the 
client group at design stage of new 
build. 
 
Also by ASC in existing properties, 
where due consideration has been 
given. 

Within the budget & 
policy framework 

None.  There will be 
continual conversations 
and joint working with 
telecare. 

4. A financial appraisal be developed 
for each scheme and that the 
Business Partner Capital delivery 
undertake to deliver the schemes 
supporting Housing, Neighbourhood 
and Building Services own internal 
teams. 

 

Supported Housing Business 
Partner in conjunction with HNB 
Accountants for approval by 
Housing Portfolio member and 
director of Housing, Neighbours & 
Buildings. 

Within the budget & 
policy framework 

None.  This is covered by 
existing posts. 

5. The Business Partner compile a 
yearly report detailing the demand 
and spend to support the decision for 
the allocated funding each year prior 
to the city council's budget meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

Supported Housing Business 
Partner. 

Within the budget & 
policy framework 

None 
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Recommendation 

 

Action By Budget & Policy 
Framework 

Resource Implications 

6. Consideration be given to 
developing a policy with the core 
strategy to require a proportion of 
supported housing to be delivered in 
major developments. 
 

Head of Planning   Within the budget & 
policy framework 

None. All new 
developments require 
Planning permission, this 
recommendation already 
exists as an action in the 
stages of developing new 
properties 

7. Opportunities to work with the 
Portsmouth CCG to reduce 
continuing healthcare costs be 
investigated. 

The Supported Housing Business 
Partner in conjunction with CHC 
commissioners when looking at 
demand for new properties. 
Accountants within ASC & Solent 
in delivering a revenue profit share 
agreement. 

Within the budget & 
policy framework  

None.  This is covered by 
existing posts. 
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12. Legal Comments 
12.1 The report covers the legal construct for the provision of service across the relevant 

sector (LDs). 
 

12.2 Given the need to balance the competing needs of all those able to apply for housing 
it will be necessary to be able to objectively justify allocation upon the basis of having 
considered the relevant protected characteristics of any applicable grouping. 
 

12.3 If it is deemed necessary to obtain information from other agencies it will be 
appropriate to do so in a way that is compliant with the Data Protection Act and the 
General Data Protection Regulations.  
 

 
13. Finance Comments 
13.1 There is insufficient detail in the report to carry out a detailed financial appraisal of 

the recommendations. The initiatives in this report will require additional specific 
capital resources in order to deliver all of the recommendations. 
 

13.2 The provision of Supported Housing however does present the opportunity to 
generate savings that could support the ongoing cost of the borrowing that they may 
require. 

 
13.3 The decision about the allocation of corporate capital resources lies with the Council 

members, and bids for capital resources have to be made against a finite amount of 
resource with competing calls upon it. 
 

13.4 Officers may be able to identify schemes that could offer a saving to the General 
Fund and a separate report can be taken to Full Council for these resources if it has 
sound financial business case that demonstrates that the proposal will fund itself, 
either through savings or additional income. 
 

 
14.  Equality Impact Assessment. 

 
14.1 A preliminary Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) was completed.  

 
14.2 A full EIA is not required as no specific information regarding protected 

characteristics was gathered and the scrutiny panel's role is to make 
recommendations to the Cabinet.  If the Cabinet decides to implement the 
recommendations, individual EIAs would be carried out. 
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Formal Meetings Held by the Panel 
 

DATE WITNESSES DOCUMENTS 
RECEIVED 

16 November 
2017 

 Mark Stables, Integrated LD Service Manager  

 Jo Bennett, Commercial Property and 
Leasehold Services Manager 

 Alison Cloutman, Supported Housing Business 
Partner 

Presentation on the 
Housing Panel. 
Application form for the 
Housing Panel. 

14 December 
2017 

 Alison Cloutman, Supported Housing Business 
Partner 

 

Presentation. 
Scoping Document. 
 

18 January 
2018 
 

 Alison Cordwell, Head of Disabilities, You Trust 

 Tim Holland, Operations Director Portsmouth & 
Southampton, Dimensions UK 

 Sam Leath, Regional Director, Community 
Integrated Care 

 Lu Dash, Head of Support, Aldingbourne Trust  

 Kathryn Slater, Operations Manager, Voyage 
Care 

 David Green, Managing Director, Voyage Care 

 Roy Shipley, Commissioning Contracts Officer,  

 Ian Chalcroft, Team Manager, Adult Services 
 

 

15 February 
2018 

 Councillor Jennie Brent, Cabinet Member for 
Housing. 

 Councillor Luke Stubbs, Cabinet Member for 
Health & Social Care. 

 Jo Bennett, Commercial Property & Leasehold 
Services Manager 

 Alison Cloutman, Supported Housing Business 
Partner 

 

Additional information 
that had been requested 
regarding service users 
and costs. 

8 March 2018 Meeting with service users at a supported living 
house, Cosham. 
 

 

8 March 2018  Claire Upton-Brown, Assistant Director of 
Culture & City Development. 

 

 

26 October 
2018 

The report was agreed. 
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